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Architecture is:

- About people and places
- Meeting utilitarian needs
- Inescapable art
- The design of space
- Structures that make space
- Free thought and ideas
- History and cultural heritage

Student definitions from the first day of class in “An Introduction to Architecture”

My thoughts on architecture and architectural education are propelled these days by two intersecting threads:

1) That of architecture as a cultural production; and
2) That of architecture’s essentially ethical condition.

This of course begs the questions: What, then, is meant by architecture as a cultural production? and: What is the nature of that ethical condition? Also, for me,

3) Architectural education shares the larger objectives of a liberal education.

An assertion which also raises a following question: What does that mean to you?

The path begins with a consideration of the Change and Unchanging circumstances within which we find ourselves.

Change Circumstance

We are awash with change prognostications that have now become ubiquitous:

1) All of the people who will turn 21, reaching young adulthood, during the first fifth of the 21st-C are already here. We know their race and ethnicity, can map their location and living standards, and make projections about their need for educational facilities and employment opportunities, and, almost as clearly, how they will procreate. The dominant figure of the previous millennium, the white European male, is already a distinct minority in numbers, if not yet having relinquished power (consider Russia’s and China’s interest in joining the G-6 economic powers).1

2) Sustainability will continue to be a major question as our numbers increase, as the press toward increased living standards continues, as the capacity of Spaceship Earth, to borrow a phrase from Buckminster Fuller, is ever more accurately determinable.2

3) As much as we have come into the information age and the computer age in the final quarter of the 20th-C, it seems the pace will quicken in the
While the rate of our inventiveness and its impact on our perceptions of ourselves and the world continues at a dizzying pace, we humans remain -- well -- human! Wherever we are at this moment, whatever our race, gender or cultural background, we are there, some place. We are in architecture. Being somewhere is inescapable. The questions are not, perhaps, "What will be changing?", for much of this is clear, but: "What will remain virtually unchanged?" And, a correlated question: "What spaces do the practices of architecture occupy in the interstices among the change dynamics and the unchanging?"

"Unchanging" Circumstance

A quote from a client captures some of the preceding notions of change, stasis and the space of architecture: "Draw it for me -- I need to think about it for a year!" It collects three ideas fundamental to architecture. The first is our human-ness: our capacity to invent, envision and represent (to Draw), and our desire to reflect upon things in making decisions (I Need To Think About It). The second is place: the It of the quote in both locations is an expansion to a garden and house, a change intended for betterment of the home -- both the concept of it and the real thing. The third is time: in this case, a year. Architecture takes place in time -- time for thought and construction and inhabitation -- and endures through time. Collectively taken: human-ness, place and time comprise an underlying "unchanging" foundation to architecture.

1) That Architecture Is a Cultural Production

Beginning with those thoughts, I expand to a more complete, yet still brief definition: That architecture is the cultural enterprise of modifying and fabricating anew the landscape for enhanced human inhabitation of that landscape. Taking this apart:

"Cultural": embodies the notions that architecture is a social, political, economic, collective, collaborative act. We can postulate the origins of architecture, the first invention of place making, but we are not in that condition at present. As shown in recent Texaco commercials, we are willing to travel to the ends of the earth, to enter it's most pristine
untouched environments to mine it for resources to sustain contemporary global inhabitation. Thus, to build at all, demands recognition not of architecture's autonomy as art, but its fundamental messiness as cultural production.

"Enterprise" here includes the action of architecture: assessment of circumstance, the decision to make an environmental change, to invent, to design, to discourse, to debate, to propose, to represent those proposals. Enterprise touches less upon the past than looking to the future. "Enter" and "pris(z)e" are present in the thought. This enterprise is an enterprise of "we", of many, of diversity, not of singularity or the hermetic "I wanted to . . .".

"Modifying and fabricating anew": we are here amidst the results of 10,000 years of continuous post-Neolithic construction. When we build, fundamentally, we are re-arranging our habitat. Building is always the contingent act of modifying what exists: thus it demands deep inquiry into what is here, and the impact of the change. Fabrication, with its roots in weaving is an earlier word for construction: we are indeed weaving new stuff into the fabric of what is here. And we are constructing it. The event of making a thing like a building or a garden, or a road, or a fence or a chair results in the newness of the post-making circumstance. In Sartre's sense that it is in making the choices of life that we are constructing not only our own humanity but humanity, so too, here, in changing and building the landscape, we are not only making a particular place, but also architecture.

"Landscape" has several scales from vast largely unmodified tracts, to the table top. The landscape in J. B. Jackson's sense is place possessed and marked by humanity's presence. It is this landscape in which we each particularly find ourselves at this or any other moment, even if we are dreaming or are virtually somewhere else in a information technology swoon. Thus, even if we only see our present landscape as a place of departure, it is here. This is the landscape we modify to suit ourselves.

"Enhanced human inhabitation" is the central issue. This is the quick: we change the landscape for an alternative spatial place formulation that enriches our individual and common lives. Security, and safety and utility are a part of this enhancement. But more to the issue is poetic satisfaction of the mind and spirit. Thus the architecture of social institutions, of defense, of memorials, of dwelling all have places in the duality of utility and poetic content. Art has its role; utopic consideration has its role; 'mere utility' is impossible, for most of what we make functions: it is the manner made that counts. Architecture is not an autonomous art form: it is socially embedded art. It is this objective of 'enhanced life quality' from which architecture obtains is ethical core: it shares with other ethical endeavors, the search for the 'good' in human affairs.

"Of that landscape." Architecture is particular in its origination: made by a particular people, in a particular place, at a particular time. For Hans-Georg Godamer, this particularity of the "occasion" of architecture's (and other "occasional" art such as "portraits or poems dedicated to someone") origination is the first source of its "significance." However long the original artifact remains in tact, while the circumstance of origination is not fully realizable, there is a trace of origination and significance which the mind and perception recognize, even as we experience it directly in our own time. Architecture then "mediates .. past and present." Godamer observes:

“A work of architecture . . is as much determined by the aim which it is to serve as by the place that it is to take up in a total spatial context. ... Through this dual ordering the building presents a true increase of being: it is a work of art. It is not a work of art if it simply stands anywhere, as a building that is a blot on the landscape, but only if it represents the solution of a building problem. ... A building is never primarily a work of art. Its purpose, through which it belongs in the context of life, cannot be separated from itself without losing some of its reality. If it has become merely an object of the aesthetic consciousness, then it has merely a shadowy reality and lives a distorted life only in the degenerate form of an object of interest to tourists, or a subject for photography."56

The definition of architecture with which we began militates against univalent definitions of architecture being a compositional art of space and structure, or of forms in light, or being the science of
problem solving. All forms and solutions are consequential, never neutral, and bear the weight of power and authority and choice from which they originated, and with which they are imbibed in hindsight.

2) Architecture’s Essentially Ethical Condition

Architecture has been conceptualized here as the study of, speculation about, design of, and construction of humanity’s places of inhabitation. Those places and the manner of inhabitation utilize resources, frame spaces for various uses, shelter us from the elements, and symbolize our institutions. Five Precepts are proposed through which to examine the essential ethical nature of architecture:

Δ1. Purposefulness. Architecture is grounded in human intention and purpose. It is therefore subject, as are other human affairs, to judgment with respect to its intentions: who and what purposes are served by those intentions, how well those intentions are met. These are not only practical or utilitarian judgments, but also ethical. For example, intentions and purposes may be beneficial or good (a day care center) or harmful or evil (a genocide machine). They may serve the interests of despots, dictators, military juntas, or democracies; they may serve the interests of powerful individuals against the public interest; and they may displace or marginalize the weak, or the discriminated against (ghettos still exist). Ethical judgment may need to be reached in evaluating architectural project intentions and purposes. Beyond intent and purpose, judgment of how well intentions and purposes are met through architecture is a measure of relative merit or goodness of the built result -- ‘goodness’, in this sense, being the ethical virtue of the work.

Δ2. Material Production. Architecture is a material production. The built inhabited landscape tends to be large and demands many resources for its accomplishment. Once having been built, even ephemeral portable architecture such as teepee’s or yurts have a physical and enduring presence, even if only for a short period of time at any one place. Material production uses common resources; those resources may be used well or wastefully (more than one society has made itself extinct due to desertification of its locale). Constructions may be built safely to endure winds and rain, and earthquakes, and gravity, or they may be constructed poorly endangering our lives (the penalty in Hammurabi’s 17th-C BCE Code, Section 229, for building collapse killing someone was for the builder to be killed8). When designing and building, an ethical duty is incurred with respect to resources utilized and sustainable conceptions of life, and with respect to personal physical safety.

Δ3. Aesthetic Virtue. The third precept is that of aesthetics: architecture’s relationship to art, its being an art, and its relationship to the philosophy of art and aesthetics, the beautiful and the sublime, and human flourishing. This may be the most debated issue of ethics in architecture, because for many it is the self-aware ‘art’fulness of architecture, the desire to make ‘beautiful’ buildings, that differentiates ‘architecture’ from ‘mere building’. In its role of giving form, appearance, image and meaning to societal expectations, aspirations or needs, we look to discern architecture’s aesthetic virtue.

Architecture, being a material production, results in things, artifacts. One might say that by its very existence and inhabitation, by its duration, even if brief, that a building’s practical intents have been met. What differentiates buildings -- architecture -- as what differentiates other artifactual productions, then, is not the level of service but their aesthetic character, their beauty, aesthetics being: supportive of and/or essential to human well being and/or a discrete presentation of reality or being (depending upon the philosophical position being taken).

In all cases, aesthetics and beauty matter: either as art per se, or as a beneficial contribution to happiness or flourishing. Thus, a building’s aesthetic embodiment is a part of its virtue, its ethical value. In the developmental line sketched here, a building’s perfection is interdependent upon purpose, material and aesthetic goodness. these are expressly not the language nor the meaning of Vitruvius’ "utility•firmness•beauty" triad.

Δ4. Architecture’s Rhetoric and Ideologies. The fourth lens of ethical consideration is that from within architecture’s rhetoric and ideologies. I will use a few examples of design driven ideologies to illustrate this perspective.
As early as Horatio Greenough in the 1840’s, observers in America were calling for a ‘true American architecture’, one that would cast off Europe’s formal iconic precedents and which would emerge from American climate, functional necessities (the settlement of America, its commerce and the construction of its institutions), and expression. These themes are later taken up and find manifestation through Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright, whose work bridging the 19th- and 20th-centuries stands in contradistinction to the impact of the 1893 Chicago Exposition which was still looking to the European Beaux Arts for formal sources.

The Modern Movement’s intentions in the first half of the 20th-century were profoundly ethical: to make an architecture of the modern era, to utilize technology of its time, to discard the historical styles and academic architecture, and to address social projects such as worker’s housing. When combined, these strategies were to sweep aside capitalist bourgeois class restrictions and to make a more egalitarian society, using architecture as a vehicle to give it form and expression. Whatever its naivety viewed in hindsight, this was an ethical stance. Even though after the Museum of Modern Art exhibition of 1931 the aesthetic of modernism was usurped as an object of connoisseurship and adopted by the modern corporation (exactly opposite its original objectives), many of its intentions continue to have ethical merit.10

Another ideology with ethical force is that of sustainable design, designing in resource-conserving ways, and with materials and methods that slow the degradation of resources, so that future generations will have a world to inhabit. This is now a growing force in the direction taken by contemporary architecture.

In the Greenough, Wright, Sullivan, Modern Movement, and environmental sustainability ideologies interlocking intentions, social-political-economic-cultural threads and formal strategies to support them are proposed as the premises for a ‘true architecture’: architecture with an explicit intent to make the world better through design -- an ethical architecture. Other conceptual positions, relying upon the relationship of architecture to power, social elites, controlling mores, and upon architecture’s potency to construct order (while simultaneously excluding ‘others’) frame additional aspects of the ethical in architecture that are linked to rhetoric and ideology.11

In addition to ethics which arise from design ideologies, there are ethics that may arise from process ideologies -- such as the philosophy that architecture is a ‘problem solving process’, or that public architecture ought to be the result of ‘public participatory design processes’, each of which implies methods and means that have an ethical import.

Design and process rhetoric and ideologies, which speak to architecture’s purposes, aesthetics and methodologies, define the discipline. Understanding those definitions and acting from them is another basic framework for considering architecture’s ethics.

ᾆ. Praxis, (action, practice; spec. the practice of a technical subject or art, as opp. to or arising out of the theory of it; an example or a collection of examples used for practice in a subject12). Architecture is a practice, or a collection of practices, an art. As such, the practitioner is obliged to master the discipline: its history and theory, its technological foundations, its order of beauty and formal conception, the order of designing and speculation which is part of architecture, its impact on human well being and the satisfaction of intended purpose, processes of involvement and contribution, and its representational and symbolizing capacity. To do otherwise is to not practice architecture well; to practice without virtue. Virtue is here used in the sense that the contemporary philosopher Alasdair Maclntyre has re-captured from Aristotle: that of the virtuous practice of a discipline which defines its content, quality and ends, and which therefore can be judged regarding its ethical merit. This applies to both the actions of practice and the resultant works of practice.

Many seemingly everyday events in architectural practices are ethical in their import: business and marketing choices (deciding on what projects to undertake, with whom to work, the values of each etc.); design deliberations and critiques (function, aesthetics, concepts); budgets (durability of architecture, value for expenditure); client and contractor interactions (honoring contracts, fairness,
trust and advising); contracts (equitable conditions, value for service, mutual respect and duties); public presentations (who has the right to know and be advised about projects); and staff development and recognition. Embedded within these events are ethical questions. Duties to self, the client, the general public, and to the discipline itself can clearly be traced. They are ethical, and demand an ethics. It is in the particular questions, in particular circumstances, that architecture’s ethics are shaped. When we pull the threads on one of these everyday concerns what unravels are the deepest questions and premises of the discipline.

Interlude

The making of architecture is an ethical event; the architecture made, constructed ethics.

3) Architectural Education and Liberal Education

For me, a liberal education is rich in the spectrum of ideas and disciplines explored; is one in which learning how to go about learning is initiated; in which sloppiness or casualness as opposed to intensity and engagement do not have a place; is one in which curiosity is fostered; in which a climate to attempt what is just beyond reach is maintained; and one in which significant partial accomplishment or significant failure of risk-laden attempts is valued. A school of liberal education is a community of scholars engaged in the exchange, production, and invention of knowledge and ideas — albeit that some of the scholars may be granted the title professor and others named student: they all must be scholars.

Architectural education in our time will of necessity be framed in the terms of our time: exploring architectural history and precedent to date; developing a knowledge base of architecture’s rhetoric, ideologies and theories; developing methods of design and invention; utilizing emerging technologies; rethinking the cultural heritage of the West and its position in a compressed diverse world; mastering a respect for, and basic understanding of, the material and productive technologies through which architecture is realized; nurturing greater understanding of global sustainability; understanding contemporary conditions of practice and professionalism; fostering collaborative and interdisciplinary approaches to addressing environmental design questions; searching for forms of these times and those of the near future rather than seeking comfort in nostalgia; developing a capacity to invent architectural space and form. These are beginning points. The specific relevance of many of them will fade. The larger ambition of recognizing the manifestly rich and ethical role that architecture plays in life, and continuous self-motivated learning about architecture is what will prevail.

I trust that the lack of discussion of: the specific unique pedagogical power of the architectural studio; the role of information technology in the generation of form and the nature of practice and pedagogy; the issues of social pluralism; architecture as an Art; architecture as a problem solving science; specifics about accreditation standards or preparation for the practicing profession; the need for better communication and leadership skills; the role university education holds for internship; or the skills, competencies, and specific bodies of knowledge to be mastered, has not left you disappointed. These are for individual architectural education programs, accrediting and licensing bodies to consider. Rather than a school of thought about particular approaches to form and invention or processes, foster the outlined more inclusive values and ambitions within which the multi-faceted particulars can be framed and evaluated.

Notes:

1. Change topics one through four are widely discussed in public and popular media. A well prepared consistent source is the National Geographic millennium series referenced here. For information related to this summary see “Population,” Millennium in Maps Series, National Geographic, Oct. 1998. The Oct. 1998 issue of National Geographic contains related articles on “Human Migration,” “Women and Population,” and “Feeding the Planet.”

5. Kermit Barker, "Firms Expand Service Offerings," *AI Architect*, 4: July 1997, 1 & 4
7. Stating that architecture is material production does not deny the critical power of architectural thought and speculation. It is only that such speculation in drawing, text, modeling, film and other media and virtual reality simulation is *architectural* -- of architecture -- and a stimulation to imagination, but it is not architecture.